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About This Game

Please do not buy this game! Wait for the big discounts and then hardily take it! ;)

Good robot broken robot!
Enemy combat robots is not an obstacle for a commander like you!

Assemble your team, equip them and save the fighters from this treacherous planet!
This is a tactical shooter for the real commanders who like battles, lots of weapons, interesting robotic enemies, huge bosses,

explosions and riding on the tank, show these robots who's boss!
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Now in game there are 7 types of soldiers which you can gather your team from 1 to 3 fighters. Each soldier may have different
weapons and skills.

On the planet of robots you will meet incredible robots-creatures, from small Robo-bugs to huge mechanical monsters, they do
not like living people and will try to destroy you. To successfully fight an enemy, use your team of soldiers and available skills.

GAME FEATURES:

The option to play either as a strategy to controlling the soldiers, or to participate in the battle one of the soldiers.

The game has over 40 unique enemies and bosses.

Many robots getting damaged gradually destroyed and you can see the mechanical insides.

7 persistent soldiers to your squad.

10 skills which are very helpful in battle, for example - energoschit gives the soldier for a while absolutely inviolable.

The opportunity to discover new weapons for your fighters or improving the existing ones.

Additional bonuses in the game: life, double damage and more.

ABOUT ROBOTS:

I tried to make a lot of interesting and varied opponents and I think I have made it.
After destruction of robot to each soldier is given points, which replenishes the condition of his "skill". Defeated robot remains
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bonuses - the stronger the robot, the more bonuses remained.

ABOUT SKILLS:

Skills are very important for use: without them the game is not passable. In the beginning, many people makes mistake by trying
to pass through game using own dexterity and without using game "skills". Robots love such newbies)).

The game has three main skills and one for each type of soldier.

MAIN SKILLS:

 

 - "freezes" all the robots in a specified area for a few seconds;

 

 - creates energy shield around soldier, making unit completely untouchable;

 

 - call for bot that will land and help soldiers on the battlefield.

SOLDIERS DESCRIPTION:

 Johnnie excels in all areas of combat on the battlefield and can use four different weapons and has two
different skills.

Johnnies weapons:

 - The Basic Pistol is a standard Pistol issued by the 2050 Army and is used for Close Range Combat and
for special situations such as Retreating.
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 - Blast through Enemy Robots with Johnnies personal Assault Rifle
that deals Medium Damage and can target Enemies from Medium to Long Range. Johnnie has the ability to upgrade the Assault

Rifles Damage after accumulating experience.

 - The Silenced Assault Rifle deals Medium Damage at Close
Range but has Low Penetration. The Silenced Assault Rifle Range can be upgraded as well as the Magazine.

 - Johnnies favorite weapon, the Scoped Assault Rifle deals
Medium Damage at Long Range and can be enhanced with Range Upgrades and Fire Rate Upgrades.

Johnnies skils:

 -Johnnie has the ability to toss a grenade near enemies that explodes and deals Medium Damage.

 -A Enhanced Grenade means a bigger explosion. Destroy multiple enemies soon as Johnnie resupplies his
Enhanced Grenade.
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 González loves shotguns and is not afraid to Melee Enemies.
González weapons:

 Shotgun - A powerful Short Range Weapon that shoots Buckshot.
Cons: Short Range and Slow Reload.

Upgrades:Range,Magazine.

 Sir Explosive - Shoots explosive bullets causing Severe Damage
with a Knock Back Effect.

Cons: Slow Fire Rate.
Upgrades:Damage,Range.

González skils:

 Rocket Barrage - Targets Enemies and releases a Barrage of Missiles.
*Tip* Freeze Enemies before use.

 Beatrix is a Expert Sniper and packs a serious bang with each shot!
"They never see me before I destory them, it is funny!" - Beatrix

Beatrix weapons:
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 The submachine guns used for Close Range Combat .

 Sniper Rifle - The Sniper Rifle has Maximum Range and Heavy
Damage.

Cons: low rate of fire.
Upgrades: Rate.

Beatrix skils:

 shot with increased damage.

 Nina is a trained soldier but dedicates her time healing wounded Soldiers.
"I'll heal my team, then i'll destory the enemy." - Nina

Nina weapons:

 A Good Rifle that allows you to shoot at enemies from a Far
Distance.

Cons: low rate of fire.
Upgrades:Damage, Magazine.
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 Basic Machette - Serrated Machete causing Severe Damage in Close Combat.

 Special Forces Machette - Special Forces Machette inflicts Heavy Damage in Melee Combat.

Nina skils:

 Healing - Restores the standard of living in most wounded Soldiers.

 Misha moves slow but he rips apart Enemies with his Heavy Weapons and Heavy Armor.
"I am a One Man Army, but I enjoy the company." - Misha

Misha weapons:

 Heavy Machine Gun - Heavy machine gun deals Good Damage
and has a Large Magazine.

Cons: Slow Reload.
Upgrades: Range, Magazine.

 Lead Rain - A Powerf Weapon capable of Simultaneous Fire in
three directions, thereby causing damage to a Large Area.

Cons: Slow Reload.
Upgrades: Damage, Range.
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Misha skils:

 Fire Rate - Temporarily increase the weapon's rate of fire.

 Electro - Experimental soldier with a Experimental Weapon.
Electro weapons:

 An Experimental Weapon that causes Severe Damage to
Electricity from Long Distances.

Cons: Slow Fire Rate.
Upgrades:Damage, Rate.

Electro skils:

 Lightning Stream - Produces a stream of Electrical Discharges that deals Great Damage to near by
Enemies.

 Kurt - The soldier moves very fast and jumps high.
If his laser sword is fully charged it does great damage.

Electro weapons:
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 Laser sword, capable of accumulating energy and causes more
severe damage. The damage is doubled if the strike of the sword was during the jump.

Cons: Slow Reload.
Upgrades:Damage.

Electro skils:

 Explosive strike deals heavy damage to all enemies nearby with Kurt.

ABOUT BONUSES:

 

 - replenishes health: the larger the size the more will be added;

 

 - replenishes the level of main skills;

 

 - gives double health;

 

 - increases damage by two times;

 

 - opens up new weapons for the fighter: if not, then gives a bonus to current weapon.

Perks for the weapons increase one of the properties, if the property is available for increase or has not reached a limit. For
example ammount if damage done.

 

-damage
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-range

 

-rate

 

-ammo

STORY:

Planet of the robots attacked the spaceship of earthlings, to eliminate the threats were sent a squad of starship troopers, 7
persistent and armed soldiers, robots have attacked and blown up their ship but the soldiers managed to escape.

Your task as commander of the squad and using their weapons and skills to defeat the evil robots and hostile mechanisms.
Your skills in tactics and strategy will help to win over military robots, soldiers can be swapped by dragging them around the
screen and you yourself decide which fighter will stand in front, right, use skills, for example, before to launch missiles at the

robot it is better to freeze it so he couldn't move.

HOW TO PLAY

Tactical mode - control a squad with only the mouse by issuing commands for movement and the soldiers are fighting
on their own. In the meantime you help them by using their fighting skills. For example, the skill "electroshock"
completely stops the robots at the area.

Direct control -you become one of soldiers and control unit in a classic way "WASD + mouse" and the other soldiers
will follow you and help in battle.

Please don't try to beat the game without using skills, you will not succeed! For
convenience, use the keys skills Q,E,F,Z,X,C.
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Title: Planet R-12
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Timushev Vladimir, Composer-Motorin Dmitry (Djinotan)
Publisher:
Timushev Vladimir
Release Date: 5 May, 2016

 a09c17d780 

English,Russian,German,Ukrainian
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Tedious and terrible game. Have the designers even played it themselves?
The first few levels are sort of ok --- nothing thrilling but no big issue. With 1hr into the game the levels suddenly get none-
sense. The one you see on the screen shots that is fighting the bugs in a swamp is basically walking-backwards-and-left-clicking
for a dozen minutes because the bugs are freakingly tough and slow. The other one that you drive a tank to fight an eyeball
spider is a dumb copy of angry-birds --- except that you don't see your trajectory before shooting, both you and the spider is
moving and that there is no way you can dodge the spider's attack. Oh, and there are three of them, coming out one by one,
followed by a boss whose attack you cannot dodge, neither.. I bought this game with sale coupon, it's worth the money :)

+Trading cards. Very very good game im very very odporucit a kupid. hmmm.... I love it! :D. STUPID GAME. Game was good
graphics and no lag. But why can't we select dungeons or multiplayer?. what a shame game looks so dam cool but its not unless
you like shootign enemies off screen you can walk the hole screen and shoot the enemy who you cannot even see because hes
not in the screen yet this is a shame go wait for your cat to fart its more exciting than this. It is a correct flash-like 2D scroll
shooter with interesting gameplay mechanics but it is too expensive for its content.. Super fun! Let me explain what to expect
while playing.

At the start, the game is very slow, and hard, but it gets better towards the second mission\/level. The action speeds up and you
find yourself pressing buttons, aiming weapons, using skills, and more. When your not playing as one of your soliders, they fight
themselves, and are very smart. For example, the sniper moves back to avoid getting hurt while also shooting from long-
distances. There are no other modes besides the story mode. Maybe there will be some kind of endless mode in the future. You
can pick each of your soliders weapons once you get them. They can also be upgraded. The graphics are also nice.

Overall, this game IS a tactical squad shooter. Even if it may not look like one.
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It is a correct flash-like 2D scroll shooter with interesting gameplay mechanics but it is too expensive for its content.. Very cute,
graphics were nice, smooth gaameplay, was a lot more challenging than I was expecting. Interesting semi-casual (Or so you
think) little squad shooter. 7 mercs to choose from with varying skills, pretty good control layout. Easy to learn, stat increases
seems a little shady, maybe I just don't know how it works yet. Overall a very very good itle game even at full price. Both me
and my son approved and enjoy playing it. Good enough to make you keep wanting to level up the various mercs. Warning
though, it is a bit more challenging than you'd think and no where near as easy at it looks. But that's a good thing.. Not bad.
Short.. \u2800\u2800\u2800\u2800\u2800\u2800\u2800\u2800\u2800\u2800\u2800\u2800\u2800\u2800\u2800\u2800\u2800\
u2800\u2800\u2800\u2800\u2800\u2800\u2800\u2800\u2800\u2800\u2800\u2800\u2800\u2800\u2800\u2800. Pretty cool...
Game mechanics are really good and imaginative. The way you control your party and the ability to pick your team members
adds a lot what is already very competent and solid side scroller. It is short but for the price the game is definately worth it. Very
fun and hope to see more like this.. Review Key dos brode

Our reviews are simple,direct to the point that interests,an overall quality of the game and a final consideration.

Game:Planet R-12
Genre:Strategy

Graphics: 8/10
History: 7/10
Gameplay: 9/10
Sounds: 8/10
Replayability: 10/10

Final Consideration:This game show how simple and addictive a game can be!this is a mix of strategy,action and shooter
game,where you take role of soldiers killing giant robots and upgrading it with the parts of robots!Awesome soundtrack,well
done gameplay,simple and fun,worth the money, recommended!. Don't work with 4K and full screen. Can't click menu items.
Obviously starts in full screen - no resolution options.
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